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The archeological investigation of the Armory Street within the Lower Armory Grounds
provides us with a broader view of both the Native American and early Armory
occupation periods and yields further data to better understand the early history and
prehistory of Harpers Ferry. A number of interesting artifacts were collected during the
course of the excavations. Some interesting items included a cache of 75-100 threepiece, long- range rear sights for the U.S. Model 1855 rifle in a small deposit at the
corner of the warehouse. China plates commissioned by the railroad to commemorate
the funding of the B&O Railroad were also discovered, plus several items from the Civil
War era were found. Other products produced by theNational Park Service American
Indians collection Buildings, Landmarks & Historic Sites resources collection
The 36 chapters in this collection have been selected to give an overview ofrecent
research into prehistoric and early historic archaeology in SoutheastAsia. In the first
chapter Her Royal Highness Princess Maha Chakri Sirindhornof Thailand comments on
the significance of the inscriptions from the important Khmer temple, Prasat Phnom
Rung in northeastern Thailand. Following this, Professor Charles Higham gives an
original and insightful survey of the prehistoric threads linking south China and the
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countries of modern Southeast Asia.
A comprehensive account of the techniques of sampling which are essential to modern
archaeological practice.
This book is a study of the ways places are created and how they attain meaning.
Smith presents archaeological data from Khonkho Wankane in the southern Lake
Titicaca basin of Bolivia to explore how landscapes were imagined and constructed
during processes of political centralization in this region. In particular he examines
landscapes of movement and the development of powerful political and religious
centers during the Late Formative period (200 BC–AD 500), just before the emergence
of the urban state centered at Tiwanaku (AD 500–1100). Late Formative politicoreligious centers, Smith notes, were characterized by mobile populations of
agropastoralists and caravan drovers. By exploring ritual practice at Late Formative
settlements, Smith provides a new way of looking at political centralization, incipient
urbanism, and state formation at Tiwanaku.
The Oxford Handbook of Archaeological Ceramic Analysis draws together topics and
methodologies essential for the socio-cultural, mineralogical, and geochemical analysis
of archaelogical ceramic. Ceramic is one of the most complex and ubiquitous
archaeomaterials in the archaeological record: it occurs around the world and through
time in almost every culture and context, from building materials and technological
installations to utilitarian wares and votive figurines. For more than 100 years,
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archaeologists have used ceramic analysis to answer complex questions about
economy, subsistence, technological innovation, social organization, and dating. The
volume is structured around the themes "Research design and data analysis,"
"Foundational concepts," "Evaluating ceramic provenance," "Investigating ceramic
manufacture," "Assessing vessel function," and "Dating ceramic assemblages." It
provides a common vocabulary and offers practical tools and guidelines for ceramic
analysis using techniques and methodologies ranging from network analysis and
typology to rehydroxylation dating and inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry.
Each chapter provides the theoretical background and practical guidelines, such as
cost and destructiveness of analysis, for each technique, as well as detailed case
studies illustrating the application and interpretation of analytical data for answering
anthropological questions.
Our knowledge of many groups or periods has benefited from systematic ceramic
analysis, however as yet the Sasanian Empire of ancient Persia (224-651 AD) has not
be subjected to the same examination. Merv, an expansive ancient city located in an
oasis in the Central Asian steppes, was for millennia a gateway for travelers and
traders along the Silk Road between east and west. Puschnigg’s detailed study of
Merv’s Sasanian pottery creates a benchmark for other work on this ceramic corpus.
She dissects the frequency, dates, wares, and profiles of hundreds of securely
excavated pieces and compares them with the finds from earlier Russian studies,
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generally unavailable to western researchers. Puschnigg uses this material to provide
insights into the social and economic dimensions of the Sasanian world, as well as
providing researchers with a catalog of typical shapes and wares.
This manual introduces the basic concepts of chemistry behind scientific analytical
techniques and reviews their application to archaeology. It is an essential tool for
students of archaeology that explains key terminology and outlines the procedures to
be followed in order to produce good data.
The Oxford Handbook of Egyptology offers a comprehensive survey of the entire study
of ancient Egypt, from prehistory through to the end of the Roman period. Authoritative
yet accessible, and covering a wide range of topics, it is an invaluable resource for
scholars, students, and general readers alike.
A 'state of the art' guide to pottery analysis providing information on recent scientific
developments and the latest statistical techniques.
Describes the use and methods of photography in field archaeology, surveys,
conservation and archaeological laboratories.
The first comprehensive archaeological survey of the Muskogee (Maskókî) Creek
Indians.
The sheer computing power of modern information technology is changing the face of
research not just in science, technology and mathematics, but in humanities and
cultural studies too. Recent decades have seen a major shift both in attitudes and
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deployment of computers, which are now vital and highly effective tools in disciplines
where they were once viewed as elaborate typewriters. This revealing volume details
the vast array of computing applications that researchers in the humanities now have
recourse to, including the dissemination of scholarly information through virtual ‘colaboratories’, data retrieval, and the modeling of complex processes that contribute to
our natural and cultural heritage. One key area covered in this book is the versatility of
computers in presenting images and graphics, which is transforming the analysis of
data sets and archaeological reconstructions alike. The papers published here are
grouped into three broad categories that cover mathematical and computational
methods, research developments in information systems, and a detailed portrayal of
ongoing work on documenting, restoring and presenting cultural monuments including
the temples in Pompeii and the Banteay Chhmar temples of the Angkorian period in
present-day Cambodia. Originally presented at a research workshop in Heidelberg,
Germany, they reflect the rapidly developing identity of computational humanities as an
interdisciplinary field in its own right, as well as demonstrating the breadth of
perspectives in this young and vibrant research area.
This comprehensive work of reference covers the wealth of analytical techniques
developed to help understand prehistoric animal remains.
The first general handbook and reference guide for the study of British prehistoric
pottery has now been revised and updated for a second edition. The work contains a
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thorough survey of the chronological development of pottery throughout prehistory and
into the Roman period, as well as chapters on the development of pottery studies (from
both typological and scientific viewpoints) and on the materials and methods used for
the manufacture of pottery. The main part of the book is an extensively illustrated
glossary in which pottery styles and types, materials and technology are explained in
detail. Much of the data contained has been yielded by the authors' personal research
projects, including microscopy and experimental studies and fieldwork with
contemporary traditional potters.

Philip P. Betancourt revolutionised the study of Minoan pottery--just one of the
many aspects of his career that led to his Gold Medal for Distinguished
Archaeological Achievement. This volume presents some of the most recent
studies in Minoan pottery using the techniques and methodologies pioneered by
Betancourt. An essential collection for any scholar of Minoan pottery or of
Aegean Prehistory in general.
This book uniquely focuses on all aspects of archaeological soil
micromorphology, based upon the authors' joint sixty years of worldwide studies.
Pottery in ArchaeologyCambridge University Press
Papers originally presented at the Third University of Chicago Conference on
Eurasian Archaeology, May 1-3, 2008.
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This study of a royal Norwegian farm on the Shetland island of Papa Stour was
inspired by a document of 1299 recording the meeting between a Norwegian
royal official and a woman who had accused him of treachery to his royal master.
This Encyclopedia brings together the most recent scientific information on a
collection of subjects that are too often - and inconveniently - treated in separate
publications. It provides a survey of archaeological method and theory, as well as
the application of physical and biological sciences in archaeological research.
Every aspect of archaeological work is represented, from the discovery process
to the ultimate disposition of materials. Thus the reader will find entries on subject
matter covering: * disciplinary theory * legislation affecting the work of
archaeologists * pre-excavation surveying * excavation methodology * on-site
conservation techniques * post-excavation analysis The rapid evolution of
analytical technology is often superficially treated or not covered at all in
textbooks or other commonly available sources. Here, the latest refinements in
techniques such as radiometric dating, stable isotopic analysis, and the PCR
technique of DNA analysis are presented clearly and authoritatively. The
discussion of these techniques is amplified by including results of the work of
professionals conducting interdisciplinary research and by covering the
methodologi enhancements provided by the physical and natural sciences.
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Cultural property legislation, regardless of its country of origin, has affected how
archaeologists conduct their work. This encyclopedia covers all major U.S.
legislation developed for the protection of cultural property, including the recent
Native American Graves Protection and Repatriation Act, and offers a substantial
article on worldwide legislation concerning the reburial of human remains and its
effects on the present and future practice of archaeology. Without some sort of
conservation program at the point of excavation, valuable materials may be
inadvertently contaminated or destroyed. Many simple and low-cost techniques
to promote both sample integrity and long-term preservation for major classes of
materials are described in this volume. Traditional treatments of method and
theory usually focus on prehistoric periods and are limited in their geographic
range. This volume includes discussions based on various historical periods on
different continents, as reflected in entries such as Historical Archaeology,
Industrial Archaeology, Medieval Archaeology, and Classical Archaeology.
The foundation of any archaeometallurgical study is study of excavated
assemblages of metals and related remains. This volume presents in detail how
the metals and such remains as crucibles excavated from four sites in northeast
Thailand have been studied to understand the place of metal objects and
technology in the ancient past of this region. In addition to typological
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examination, hundreds of technical analyses reveal the technological capabilities,
preferences, and styles of metal artifact manufacturers in this part of Thailand.
Detailed examination of contexts of recovery of metal remains employing a "life
history" approach indicates that metal objects in those societies were used
primarily in daily life and, only occasionally, as grave goods. The most surprising
find is that casting of copper-base artifacts to final form took place at all these
village sites during the metal age period, indicating a decentralized final
production stage that may prove to be unusual for metal age societies. These
insights are made possible by applying the methods and theories introduced in
the first volume of the suite of volumes that study the metal remains from Ban
Chiang in regional contest. Thai Archaeology Monograph Series, 2B; University
Museum Monograph, 150
This revised edition provides an up-to-date account of the many different kinds of information
that can be obtained through the archaeological study of pottery. It describes the scientific and
quantitative techniques that are now available to the archaeologist, and assesses their value
for answering a range of archaeological questions. It provides a manual for the basic handling
and archiving of excavated pottery so that it can be used as a basis for further studies. The
whole is set in the historical context of the ways in which archaeologists have sought to gain
evidence from pottery and continue to do so. There are case studies of several approaches
and techniques, backed up by an extensive bibliography.
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Pottery is the most ubiquitous find in most historical archaeological excavations and serves as
the basis for much research in the discipline. But it is not only its frequency that makes it a
prime dataset for such research, it is also that pottery embeds many dimensions of the human
experience, ranging from the purely technical to the eminently symbolic. The aim of this book is
to provide a cutting-edge theoretical and methodological framework, as well as a practical
guide, for archaeologists, students and researchers to study ceramic assemblages. As
opposed to the conventional typological approach, which focuses on vessel shape and
assumed function with the main goal of establishing a chronological sequence, the proposed
framework is based on the technological approach. Such an approach utilizes the concept of
chaîne opératoire, which is geared to an anthropological interpretation of archaeological
objects. The author offers a sound theoretical background accompanied by an original
research strategy whose presentation is at the heart of this book. This research strategy is
presented in successive chapters that are geared to explain not only how to study
archaeological assemblages, but also why the proposed methods are essential for achieving
ambitious interpretive goals. In the heated debate on the equation stating that “pots equal
people”, which is a rather fuzzy reference to assumed relationships between (mostly) ethnic
groups and pottery, technology enables us to propose with conviction the equation “pots equal
potters”. In this way, a well-founded history of potters is able to achieve a much better cultural
and anthropological understanding of ancient societies.?
The archaeology of the later Middle Ages is a comparatively new field of study in Britain. At a
time when archaeoloy generally is experiencing a surge of popularity, our understanding of
medieval settlement, artefacts, environment, buildings and landscapes has been
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revolutionised. Medieval archaeology is now taught widely throughout Europe and has secured
a place in higer education's teaching across many disciplines. In this book Gerrard examines
the long and rich intellectual heritage of later medieval archaeology in England, Scotland and
Wales and summarises its current position. Written in three parts, the author first discusses the
origins of antiquarian, Victorian and later studies and explores the pervasive influence of the
Romantic Movement and the Gothic Revival. The ideas and achievements of the 1930s are
singled out as a springboard for later methodological and conceptual developments. Part II
examines the emergence of medieval archaeology as a more coherent academic subject in the
post-war years, appraising major projects and explaining the impact of processual archaeology
and the rescue movement in the period up to the mid-1980s. Finally the book shows the extent
to which the philosophies of preservation and post-processual theoretical advances have
begun to make themselves felt. Recent developments in key areas such as finds, settlements
and buildings are all considered as well as practice, funding and institutional roles. Medieval
Archaeology is a crucial work for students of medieval archaeology to read and will be of
interest to archaeologists, historians and all who study or visit the monuments of the Middle
Ages.
This is the first comprehensive review of computer applications in archaeology from the
archaeologist's perspective. The book deals with all aspects of the discipline, from survey and
excavation to museums and education.
The first step-by-step guide to the quantitative analysis of archaeological data using the R
statistical computing system.
This unparelleled reference synthesizes the methods used in microfacies analysis and details
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the potential of microfacies in evaluating depositional environments and diagenetic history,
and, in particular, the application of microfacies data in the study of carbonate hydrocarbon
reservoirs and the provenance of archaeological materials. Nearly 230 instructive plates (30 in
color) showing thin-section photographs with detailed explanations form a central part of the
content. Helpful teaching-learning aids include detailed captions for hundreds of
microphotographs, boxed summaries of technical terms, many case studies, guidelines for the
determination and evaluation of microfacies criteria, for enclosed CD with 14000 references,
self-testing exercises for recognition and characterization skills, and more
Late antique sites are often excavated badly and are hardly ever published in full, especially in
the East. This volume seeks to provide a critique of this situation and exemplars of best
practice. It will be an important reference work for scholars engaged in fieldwork and those
seeking to use archaeological evidence in historical discussions.

Presents 12,860 entries listing scholarly publications on Greek studies. Research and
review journals, books, and monographs are indexed in the areas of classical,
Hellenistic, Biblical, Byzantine, Medieval, and modern Greek studies., but no
annotations are included. After the general listings, entries are also indexed by journal,
text, name, geography, and subject. The CD-ROM contains an electronic version of the
book. Annotation copyrighted by Book News, Inc., Portland, OR
This volume focuses specifically on the applications, possibilities, and limitations of
handheld X-ray fluorescence devices in art conservation and archaeology.
During the Hellenistic, Roman and Byzantine periods, the Galilee played an important
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role in the development of both Judaism and Christianity. In an attempt to draw a
detailed picture of the nature and history of the rural settlement in this region, a test
case area in the "heart" of ancient Galilee is presented. Uzi Leibner used two distinct
disciplines: the study of historical sources and advanced archaeological field survey.
Greek, Latin, Hebrew and Aramaic sources concerning settlements in the region are
translated and discussed and some 50 sites surveyed archaeologically. The analysis
and synthesis of the finds facilitated the presentation of a comprehensive and dynamic
picture of settlement - including periods of construction, abandonment, prosperity and
decline in each site and in the region as a whole. Uzi Leibner sheds new light on major
historical issues such as the origins of the Galilean Jewry in the Second Temple Period,
the First Jewish Revolt and its outcomes, demography, economy, and interaction
between Jewish, pagan and Christian communities.
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